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Abstract
Despite improvements in systemic medical therapy (ST), liver metastases (LMs) are a poor 
prognostic factor in metastatic breast cancer (MBC) patients. We describe a MBC patient with 
predominant LMs treated with hepatic arterial infusion chemotherapy (HAIC) who declined 
ST. Moreover, we assessed general health status during treatment using C-reactive protein 
(CRP)/albumin ratio (CAR) and peripheral platelet count × CRP multiplier (P-CRP), well-known 
indicators of systemic inflammatory response. A 64-year-old woman who underwent a total 
mastectomy with axillary lymph node dissection for an HR-positive, HER2-negative infiltrating 
ductal BC developed multiple liver, lung, lymph node, and bone metastases. She received ST 
including paclitaxel plus the anti-vascular endothelial growth factor antibody, bevacizumab, 
hormone therapy with high-dose toremifene, the oral 5-fluorouracil derivative, S-1, and er-
ibulin. She then declined ST because of the toxicity or decreased treatment motivation there-
of, and opted for HAIC with 5FU plus epirubicin followed by Taxane for 1 year and 1 month. 
Computed tomography revealed a partial response or stable disease in the liver and slow 
progression in other sites without symptoms or side effects and decreased CEA and CA15-3 
levels. The CAR and P-CRP remained low. She survived for 1 year and 3 months after the start 
of HAIC. This case reveals that HAIC may be an option for advanced BC patients with LMs who 
cannot receive ST.
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Introduction

Despite improvements in systemic medical therapy (ST), metastatic breast cancer (MBC) 
remains incurable. Greater than one-half of patients with MBC develop liver metastases (LMs) 
during treatment [1]. LM is a poor prognostic factor in MBC patients, with extensive LMs 
directly associated with hepatic failure, causing death. The median overall survival after LM 
diagnosis is between 14 and 29 months [2]. Thus, control of LM may prolong survival. In MBC, 
including LM, systemic rather than local therapy is the established standard of care; however, 
ST toxicity is frequently dose-limiting or decreases treatment motivation, especially after 
long-duration, continuous therapy with multiple regimens. Indeed, nutrition, inflammation, 
and immune status (systemic inflammatory response [SIR] [3]) impact tumor progression 
and therapeutic response [4].

Hepatic arterial infusion chemotherapy (HAIC) provides direct delivery of chemotherapeutic 
agents into tumor-feeding vessels in the liver and minimizes systemic toxicity by keeping systemic 
exposure to drugs low, leading to improved efficiency in LM [5]. Furthermore, combined HAIC and 
ST are reported to achieve the therapeutic effect for patients who have progressed despite various 
prior ST [6]. We describe a MBC patient with predominant LMs treated with HAIC who declined 
ST. General health status was assessed during treatment using C-reactive protein (CRP [mg/dL])/
albumin (g/dL) ratio (CAR) and peripheral platelet count × CRP multiplier (P-CRP), well-known 
indicators of SIR and prognostic markers for various malignancies [7, 8].

Case Presentation

In 1999, a 46-years-old woman underwent a total mastectomy with axillary lymph node 
dissection for an HR-positive, HER2-negative infiltrating ductal BC (pT2a, pN1a, and M0). She 
received adjuvant chemotherapy (doxifluridine/cyclophosphamide) followed by tamoxifen 
hormone therapy; however, she discontinued the hormone therapy for approximately 1 year. 
In 2009, she was treated for axillary lymph node metastases with hormone therapy using the 
aromatase inhibitor, letrozole. In June 2013, she changed to hormone therapy with fulves-
trant due to LMs. In April 2015, she discontinued hormone therapy again, despite efficacy and 
no side effects.

In April 2017 (Day 0), at 64-years-old, she was referred to our hospital for advanced BC 
with multiple liver, lung, lymph node, and bone metastases. We recommended ST and she 
received 3 courses of paclitaxel plus the anti-vascular endothelial growth factor antibody, 
bevacizumab, resulting in a partial response of metastases in all sites based on computed 
tomography (CT). She was changed to hormone therapy with high-dose toremifene and the 
oral 5-fluorouracil derivative, S-1, until CT confirmed progressive disease (PD). Next, she was 
treated with eribulin, discontinued after 1 course due to general fatigue (Fig. 1A).

She declined ST, including hormone therapy, after 1 course of fulvestrant because of 
general fatigue and decreased motivation for treatment, although laboratory testing and vital 
signs were near-normal. The SIR status CAR and P-CRP were also low, suggesting good 
nutrition, low inflammation status, and normal immunity (Fig. 2). Thus, we proposed terminal 
care or HAIC as her next treatment.

She opted for HAIC, injected via the proper hepatic artery (Fig. 1A). Beginning on Day 
454, she underwent HAIC with 5FU (1,250 mg/body) plus epirubicin (30 mg/body). CT 
revealed a partial response or stable disease in the liver and slow progression in other sites 
without symptoms or side effects and decreased CEA and CA15-3 levels until Day 698 (Fig. 1B, 
C). The CAR and P-CRP remained low (Fig. 2); however, on Day 803 CT showed PD (lung, liver, 
lymph nodes, and bone metastases with pleural effusion) and increased tumor marker levels. 
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She was changed to HAIC with paclitaxel (60 mg/body), resulting in PD on Day 866 (Fig. 1B, 
C). As shown in Figure 2, CAR and P-CRP increased drastically. She was then admitted to the 
clinic for general fatigue and a bad cough with jaundice and switched to terminal care. She 
died on Day 902, 1 year and 3 months after the start of HAIC. She survived for 6 years and 3 
months after development of LMs.

Discussion and Conclusion

We sometimes encounter advanced BC patients who cannot continue ST because of the 
toxicity or decreased treatment motivation thereof even if the laboratory data are tolerated. 
However, LM is a life-threatening disease to be cared for in BC [9].

a

b

c

Fig. 1. Treatments and clinical course. A Therapeutic course. B CT. C Tumor markers (CEA and CA15-3). ST, 
systemic medical therapy; HAIC, hepatic arterial infusion chemotherapy; PTX, paclitaxel; BV, bevacizumab; 
TOR, toremifene; ERI, Eribulin; FUL, Fulvestrant; EPI, epirubicin; CT, computed tomography; PR, partial re-
sponse; PD, progressive disease; SD, stable disease; LM, liver metastasis.
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HAIC has been used to treat gastrointestinal malignancies with LM expecting high tumor 
response followed by extended survival rate with low toxicity [10–12]. However, the benefit 
of HAIC for BC patients with LM remains unclear although some retrospective studies reported 
that HAIC was effective for LM refractory to conventional systemic chemotherapy [13, 14].

We have presented a case of successful use of HAIC for advanced BC patients with LMs who 
declined ST. In addition, we observed that HAIC maintained low SIR status with a good therapeutic 
effect, suggesting HAIC could prolong survival in MBC patients with predominant LM via improved 
local control of LMs and maintaining good inflammation, nutritional, and immunologic status. 
HAIC may be an option for advanced BC patients with predominant LMs who cannot receive ST.
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Fig. 2. Changes in SIR. Left, CAR. right, P-CRP. ST, systemic medical therapy; HAIC, hepatic arterial infusion 
chemotherapy; CRP/CAR, C-reactive protein/albumin ratio; P-CRP, peripheral Platelet count × C-reactive 
protein multiplier; SIR, systemic inflammatory response.
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